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The Eleventh International Conference on Communication Theory, Reliability, and Quality of
Service (CTRQ 2018), held between April 22, 2018 and April 26, 2018 in Athens, Greece,
continued a series of special events focusing on the achievements on communication theory
with respect to reliability and quality of service. The conference also brought onto the stage the
most recent results in theory and practice on improving network and system reliability, as well
as new mechanisms related to quality of service tuned to user profiles.
The processing and transmission speed and increasing memory capacity might be a
satisfactory solution on the resources needed to deliver ubiquitous services, under guaranteed
reliability and satisfying the desired quality of service. Successful deployment of communication
mechanisms guarantees a decent network stability and offers a reasonable control on the
quality of service expected by the end users. Recent advances on communication speed, hybrid
wired/wireless, network resiliency, delay-tolerant networks and protocols, signal processing
and so forth asked for revisiting some aspects of the fundamentals in communication theory.
Mainly network and system reliability and quality of service are those that affect the
maintenance procedures, on the one hand, and the user satisfaction on service delivery, on the
other hand. Reliability assurance and guaranteed quality of services require particular
mechanisms that deal with dynamics of system and network changes, as well as with changes in
user profiles. The advent of content distribution, IPTV, video-on-demand and other similar
services accelerate the demand for reliability and quality of service.
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program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
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thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
We also gratefully thank the members of the CTRQ 2018 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.
We hope that CTRQ 2018 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of
communication theory, reliability and quality of service. We also hope that Athens, Greece,
provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to
enjoy the historic charm of the city.
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Reliability of Erasure Coded Systems under Rebuild
Bandwidth Constraints
Ilias Iliadis
IBM Research – Zurich
8803 Rüschlikon, Switzerland
Email: ili@zurich.ibm.com
Abstract—Modern storage systems employ erasure coding redundancy and recovering schemes to ensure high data reliability
at high storage efficiency. The widely used replication scheme
belongs to this broad class of erasure coding schemes. The
effectiveness of these schemes has been evaluated based on the
Mean Time to Data Loss (MTTDL) and the Expected Annual
Fraction of Data Loss (EAFDL) metrics. To improve the reliability
of data storage systems, certain data placement and rebuild
schemes reduce the rebuild times by recovering data in parallel
from the storage devices. It is often assumed though that there
is sufficient network bandwidth to transfer the data required
by the rebuild process at full speed. In large-scale data storage
systems, however, the network bandwidth is constrained. This
article obtains the MTTDL and EAFDL of erasure coded systems
analytically for the symmetric, clustered, and declustered data
placement schemes under network rebuild bandwidth constraints.
The resulting reliability degradation is assessed and the results
obtained establish that the declustered placement scheme offers
superior reliability in terms of both metrics. Efficient codeword
configurations that achieve high reliability in the presence of
network rebuild bandwidth constraints are identified.
Keywords–Storage; Reliability; Data placement; MTTDL;
EAFDL; RAID; MDS codes; Information Dispersal Algorithm; Prioritized rebuild; Repair bandwidth; Network bandwidth constraint.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In today’s large-scale data storage systems, data redundancy is introduced to ensure that data lost owing to device and
component failures can be recovered. Appropriate redundancy
schemes are deployed to prevent permanent loss of data and,
consequently, enhance the reliability of storage systems. The
effectiveness of these schemes has been evaluated based on the
Mean Time to Data Loss (MTTDL) [1-20] and, more recently,
the Fraction of Data Loss Per Year (FDLPY) [21] and the
equivalent Expected Annual Fraction of Data Loss (EAFDL)
reliability metrics [22-24]. Analytical reliability expressions
for the MTTDL were obtained predominately using Markovian
models, which assume that component failure and rebuild
times are independent and exponentially distributed. In practice
though, these distributions are not exponential. To cope with
this issue, system reliability was assessed in [16][18][23][24]
using an alternative methodology that does not involve any
Markovian analysis and considers the practical case of nonexponential failure and rebuild time distributions. Moreover,
the misconception reported in [25] that MTTDL derivations
based on Markovian models provide unrealistic results was
dispelled in [26] by invoking improved MTTDL derivations
that yield satisfactory results, and also by drawing on prior
work that analytically obtains MTTDL without involving any
Markovian analysis.
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Earlier works have predominately considered the MTTDL
metric, whereas recent works have also considered the EAFDL
metric [22][23][24]. The introduction of the latter metric was
motivated by the fact that Amazon S3 considers the durability
of data over a given year [27], and, similarly, Facebook [28],
LinkedIn [29] and Yahoo! [30] consider the amount of data
lost in given periods.
To protect data from being lost and improve the reliability
of data storage systems, replication-based storage systems
spread replicas corresponding to data stored on each storage
device across several other storage devices. To improve the
low storage efficiency associated with the replication schemes,
erasure coding schemes that provide a high data reliability as
well as a high storage efficiency are deployed. Special cases
of such codes are the Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks
(RAID) schemes, such as RAID-5 and RAID-6, that have been
extensively deployed in the past thirty years [1][2].
State-of-the-art data storage systems [31-34] employ more
general erasure codes that affect the reliability, performance,
and the storage and reconstruction overhead of the system.
In this article, we focus on the reliability assessment of
erasure coded systems in terms of the MTTDL and EAFDL
metrics. These metrics were analytically derived in [23] for the
symmetric, clustered, and declustered data placement schemes
under the assumption that there is sufficient network bandwidth
to transfer the data required by the rebuild process at full speed.
For instance, in the case of a declustered placement, redundant
data associated with the data stored on a given device is placed
across all remaining devices in the system. In this way, the
rebuild process can be parallelized, which in turn results in
short rebuild times. The restoration time can be minimized
provided there is sufficient network rebuild bandwidth available. In large-scale data storage systems though, the network
bandwidth is constrained.
The effect of network rebuild bandwidth constraints on
the reliability of replication-based storage systems was studied in [8][15]. It was found that spreading replicas over
a higher number of devices than what the network rebuild
bandwidth can support at full speed during a parallel rebuild
process, led to system reliability being significantly reduced.
The reliability of erasure coded systems in the absence of
bandwidth constraints was assessed in [23]. The MTTDL and
EAFDL metrics were obtained analytically for the symmetric,
clustered, and declustered data placement schemes based on
a general framework and methodology. In this article, we
recognize that this methodology also holds in the case of
network rebuild bandwidth constraints and apply it to derive
enhanced closed-form reliability expressions for the MTTDL
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and EAFDL metrics for these placement schemes in the
presence of such rebuild bandwidth constraints. Subsequently,
we provide insight into the effect of the placement schemes and
the impact of the available network rebuild bandwidth on system reliability. The validity of this methodology for accurately
assessing the reliability of storage systems was confirmed by
means of simulation in several contexts [14-16, 18, 22]. It was
demonstrated that the theoretical predictions for the reliability
of systems comprised of highly reliable storage devices match
well with the simulation results obtained. Consequently, the
emphasis of the present work is on the theoretical assessment
of the effect of network rebuild bandwidth constraints on the
reliability of erasure coded systems. Also, this work extends
the reliability results obtained in [15] for the special case of
replication-based storage systems to the more general case of
erasure coded systems.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II describes the storage system model and the corresponding parameters considered. Section III presents the adaptation
of a general framework and methodology for deriving the
MTTDL and EAFDL metrics analytically for the case of
erasure coded systems under network rebuild bandwidth constraints. Closed-form expressions for the symmetric, clustered,
and declustered placement schemes are derived. Section IV
presents numerical results demonstrating the effectiveness of
the erasure coding redundancy schemes for improving the
system reliability. It also assesses the sensitivity to the network
rebuild bandwidth constraints under various codeword configurations. Section V provides a discussion on the applicability
of the results obtained. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II.

Modern data storage systems use erasure coded schemes
to protect data from device failures. When devices fail, the
redundancy of the data affected is reduced and eventually lost.
To avoid irrecoverable data loss, the system performs rebuild
operations that use the data stored in the surviving devices
to reconstruct the temporarily lost data, thus maintaining the
initial data redundancy. We proceed by briefly reviewing the
basic concepts of erasure coding and data recovery procedures
of such storage systems. To assess their reliability, we consider
the model used in [23], and adopt and extend the notation.
More precisely, the storage system considered comprises n
storage devices (nodes or disks), with each device storing an
amount c of data, such that the total storage capacity of the
system is n c.
A. Redundancy
User data is divided into blocks (or symbols) of a fixed size
(e.g., sector size of 512 bytes) and complemented with parity
symbols to form codewords. We consider (m, l) maximum
distance separable (MDS) erasure codes, which are a mapping
from l user data symbols to a set of m (> l) symbols, called
a codeword, having the property that any subset containing
l of the m symbols of the codeword can be used to decode
(reconstruct, recover) the codeword. The corresponding storage
efficiency, seff , is given by
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Parameter
n
c
l
m
(m, l)
k
b
Bmax
Fλ (.)
seff
U
r̃
Nb
Beff
1/µ
1/λ

N OTATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Definition
number of storage devices
amount of data stored on each device
number of user-data symbols per codeword (l ≥ 1)
total number of symbols per codeword (m > l)
MDS-code structure
spread factor of the data placement scheme, or
group size (number of devices in a group)
reserved rebuild bandwidth per device
maximum network rebuild bandwidth
cumulative distribution function of device lifetimes
storage efficiency of redundancy scheme (seff = l/m)
amount of user data stored in the system (U = seff n c)
minimum number of codeword symbols lost that lead to an irrecoverable data loss (r̃ = m − l + 1 and 2 ≤ r̃ ≤ m)
maximum number of devices from which rebuild can occur at full
speed in parallel (Nb = Bmax /b)
effective network rebuild bandwidth
time to read (or write) an amount c of data at a rate b from (or to)
a device (1/µ = c/b)
mean time to
R failure of a storage device
(1/λ = 0∞ [1 − Fλ (t)]dt)

Consequently, the amount of user data, U , stored in the system
is given by
lnc
.
(2)
U = seff n c =
m
The notation used is summarized in Table I. The parameters are
divided according to whether they are independent or derived,
and are listed in the upper and the lower part of the table,
respectively.
The m symbols of each codeword are stored on m distinct
devices, such that the system can tolerate any r̃ − 1 device
failures, but r̃ device failures may lead to data loss, with
r̃ = m − l + 1 .

S TORAGE S YSTEM M ODEL

seff =

TABLE I.

(1)

(3)

From the preceding, it follows that
1≤l<m

and

2 ≤ r̃ ≤ m .

(4)

Examples of MDS erasure codes are the following:
Replication: A replication-based system with a replication
factor r can tolerate any loss of up to r − 1 copies of some
data, such that l = 1, m = r and r̃ = r. Also, its storage
(replication)
efficiency is equal to seff
= 1/r.
RAID-5: A RAID-5 array comprised of N devices uses an
(N, N − 1) MDS code, such that l = N − 1, m = N and
r̃ = 2. It can therefore tolerate the loss of up to one device,
(RAID-5)
and its storage efficiency is equal to seff
= (N − 1)/N .
RAID-6: A RAID-6 array comprised of N devices uses an
(N, N − 2) MDS code, such that l = N − 2, m = N and
r̃ = 3. It can therefore tolerate a loss of up to two devices,
(RAID-6)
and its storage efficiency is equal to seff
= (N − 2)/N .
Reed–Solomon: It is based on (m, l) MDS erasure codes.
B. Symmetric Codeword Placement
According to a symmetric codeword placement, each codeword is stored on m distinct devices with one symbol per
device. In a large storage system, the number of devices, n, is
usually much larger than the codeword length, m. Therefore,
there are many ways in which a codeword of m symbols can
be stored across a subset of the n devices. For each device
in the system, the redundancy spread factor k denotes the
number of devices over which the codewords stored on that
device are spread [18]. The system effectively comprises n/k
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Figure 1. Clustered and declustered placement of codewords of length m = 3
on n = 6 devices. X1, X2, X3 represent a codeword (X = A, B, C, . . . , L).

disjoint groups of k devices. Each group contains an amount
U/k of user data, with the corresponding codewords placed
on the corresponding k devices in a distributed manner. Each
codeword is placed
 entirely in one of the n/k groups. Within
k
possible ways of placing m symbols across
each group, all m
k devices are equally used to store all the codewords in that
group.
In such a symmetric placement scheme, within each of the
n/k groups, the m−1 codeword symbols corresponding to the
data on each device are equally spread across the remaining
k − 1 devices, the m − 2 codeword symbols corresponding to
the codewords shared by any two devices are equally spread
across the remaining k − 2 devices, and so on. Note also that
the n/k groups are logical and therefore need not be physically
located in the same node/rack/datacenter.
We proceed by considering the clustered and declustered
placement schemes, which are special cases of symmetric
placement schemes for which k is equal to m and n, respectively. This results in n/m groups for clustered and one group
for declustered placement schemes.
1) Clustered Placement: The n devices are divided into
disjoint sets of m devices, referred to as clusters. According
to the clustered placement, each codeword is stored across
the devices of a particular cluster, as shown in Figure 1. In
such a placement scheme, it can be seen that no cluster stores
the redundancies that correspond to data stored on another
cluster. The entire storage system can essentially be modeled
as consisting of n/m independent clusters. In each cluster,
data loss occurs when r̃ devices fail successively before rebuild
operations complete successfully.
2) Declustered Placement: In this placement scheme, all
n
m possible ways of placing m symbols across n devices are
equally used to store all the codewords in the system, as shown
in Figure 1.
The clustered and declustered placement schemes represent
the two extremes in which the symbols of the codewords
associated with the data stored on a failing device are spread
across the remaining devices and hence the extremes of the
degree of parallelism that can be exploited when rebuilding
this data. For declustered placement, the symbols are spread
equally across all remaining devices, whereas for clustered
placement, the symbols are spread across the smallest possible
number of devices.
C. Codeword Reconstruction
When storage devices fail, codewords lose some of their
symbols, and this leads to a reduction in data redundancy. The
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Figure 2.

Rebuild under declustered placement.

system attempts to maintain its redundancy by reconstructing
the lost codeword symbols using the surviving symbols of the
affected codewords.
When a declustered placement scheme is used, as shown in
Figure 2, spare space is reserved on each device for temporarily
storing the reconstructed codeword symbols before they are
transferred to a new replacement device. The rebuild process
used to restore the data lost by failed devices is assumed to be
both prioritized and distributed. As discussed in [23], a prioritized (or intelligent) rebuild process always attempts to first
rebuild the most-exposed codewords, namely, the codewords
that have lost the largest number of symbols. The prioritized
rebuild process recovers one of the symbols that each of the
most-exposed codewords has lost by reading m − r̃ + 1 of
the remaining symbols. In a distributed rebuild process, the
codeword symbols lost by failed devices are reconstructed by
reading surviving symbols from a number, say k̃, of surviving
devices, and storing the recovered symbols in the reserved
spare space of the k̃ surviving devices, as shown in Figure
2.
A certain proportion of the device bandwidth is reserved for
data recovery during the rebuild process, with b denoting the
actual reserved rebuild bandwidth per device. This bandwidth
is usually only a fraction of the total bandwidth available at
each device, with the remaining bandwidth being used to serve
user requests. Thus, the lost symbols are rebuilt in parallel
using the rebuild bandwidth b available on each surviving
device. During this process, it is desirable to reconstruct the
lost codeword symbols on devices in which another symbol
of the same codeword is not already present. Assuming that
the system is at exposure level u (as described in Section II-D
below) bu (≤ b) denotes the rate at which the amount of data
that needs to be rebuilt (repair traffic) is written to selected
device(s). In particular, 1/µ denotes the time required to read
(or write) an amount c of data from (or to) a device, given by
1
c
= .
(5)
µ
b
In a distributed rebuild process involving k̃ devices, the
total network bandwidth required to perform rebuild at full
speed is k̃ b. Let Bmax (≥ b) denote the maximum available
network bandwidth for rebuilds. Then, the effective network
rebuild bandwidth used by rebuilds, Beff (k̃), cannot exceed
Bmax and is therefore given by
Beff (k̃) = min(k̃ b, Bmax ) = min(k̃, Nb ) b ,

(6)
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exposure level u − 1 to exposure level u, and t+
u the instant
immediately after tu . Then, the number, Cu , of most exposed
codewords when entering exposure level u, u = 1, . . . , r̃, is
given by Cu = Du (t+
u ).
Analytic expressions for the reliability metrics of interest
were derived in [23], using the direct path approximation,
which considers only transitions from lower to higher exposure
levels [14][16][18]. This implies that each exposure level is
entered only once.
E. Failure and Rebuild Time Distributions
Figure 3.

Rebuild under clustered placement.

where Nb specifies the effective maximum number of devices
from which rebuild can occur in parallel at full speed, and is
given by
Bmax
Nb ,
.
(7)
b
Note that Nb may not be an integer; it only represents the
effective maximum number of devices from which distributed
rebuild can occur at full speed. Substituting b = cµ into (6),
we get
Beff = min(k̃, Nb ) cµ .
(8)
A similar reconstruction process is used for other symmetric placement schemes within each group of k devices, except
for the clustered placement. When clustered placement is used,
the codeword symbols are spread across all k = m devices in
each group (cluster). Therefore, reconstructing the lost symbols
on the surviving devices of a group will result in more than
one symbol of the same codeword on the same device. To
avoid this, the lost symbols are reconstructed directly in spare
devices as shown in Figure 3. In these reconstruction processes,
decoding and re-encoding of data are assumed to be done
on the fly and so the time taken for reconstruction is equal
to the time taken to read and write the required data to the
devices. Note also that alternative erasure coding schemes have
been proposed to reduce the amount of data transferred over
the storage network during reconstruction (see [35][36] and
references therein).
D. Exposure Levels and Amount of Data to Rebuild
At time t, Dj (t) denotes the number of codewords that
have lost j symbols, with 0 ≤ j ≤ r̃. The system is at exposure
level u (0 ≤ u ≤ r̃), where
u = max j.
Dj (t)>0

(9)

The system is at exposure level u if there are codewords with
m − u symbols left, but there are no codewords with fewer
than m − u symbols left in the system, that is, Du (t) > 0,
and Dj (t) = 0, for all j > u. These codewords are referred
to as the most-exposed codewords. At t = 0, Dj (0) = 0, for
all j > 0, and D0 (0) is the total number of codewords stored
in the system. Device failures and rebuild processes cause the
values of D1 (t), · · · , Dr̃ (t) to change over time, and when a
data loss occurs, Dr̃ (t) > 0. Device failures cause transitions
to higher exposure levels, whereas rebuilds cause transitions to
lower ones. Let tu denote the time of the first transition from
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We adopt the model and notation considered in [24]. The
lifetimes of the n devices are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed, with a cumulative distribution function
Fλ (.) and a mean of 1/λ. Real-world distributions, such as
Weibull and gamma, as well as exponential distributions that
belong to the large class defined in [16] are considered. The
storage devices are characterized to be highly reliable in that
the ratio of the mean time 1/µ to read all contents of a device
(which typically is on the order of tens of hours), to the mean
time to failure of a device 1/λ (which is typically at least on
the order of thousands of hours) is small, that is,
λ
λc
=
≪1.
µ
b

(10)

We consider storage devices whose the cumulative distribution function Fλ satisfies the condition
Z 1/µ
λ
Fλ (t) dt ≪ 1, with ≪ 1 ,
µ
(11)
µ
0
such that the MTTDL and EAFDL reliability metrics of erasure
coded storage systems tend to be insensitive to the device
failure distribution, that is, they depend only on its mean 1/λ,
but not on its density Fλ (.)[23].
III.

D ERIVATION OF MTTDL AND EAFDL

The MTTDL metric assesses the expected amount of time
until some data can no longer be recovered and therefore is
irrecoverably lost, whereas the EAFDL metric assesses the
fraction of stored data that is expected to be lost by the system
annually. The MTTDL(Bmax ) and EAFDL(Bmax ) metrics are
derived as a function of Bmax based on the framework and
methodology presented in [23]. More specifically, this methodology uses the direct path approximation and does not involve
any Markovian analysis. It holds for general failure time
distributions, which can be exponential or non-exponential,
such as the Weibull and gamma distributions that satisfy
condition (11). Note that this framework is general in that it
also applies in the case where the network rebuild bandwidth
is constrained. The only parameters that are affected by the
network rebuild bandwidth constraint are the rebuild rates and,
accordingly, those parameters that depend on them, such as
the rebuild times. Analytic expressions for the two metrics
of interest were derived in [23, Equations (44) and (45)] as
follows:
MTTDL(Bmax ) ≈

r̃−1
1 (r̃ − 1)! Y bu (Bmax )
1
,
r̃−1−u
r̃−1
n λ (λ c)
ñu
Vu
u=1
(12)
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and
1
r̃ !

r̃−1
Y

ñu
Vur̃−u ,
b
(B
)
u
max
u=1
(13)
where ñu represents the number of devices at exposure level
u whose failure before the rebuild of the most-exposed codewords causes an exposure level transition to level u + 1. Also,
Vu represents the fraction of the most-exposed codewords at
exposure level u that have symbols stored on a newly failed
device that causes the exposure level transition u → u+1. Note
that this fraction depends only on the codeword placement
scheme. As mentioned in the preceding, bu , the rate at which
the amount of data that needs to be rebuilt at exposure level u is
written to selected device(s), depends on Bmax , the maximum
network rebuild bandwidth.
EAFDL(Bmax ) ≈ m λ (λ c)r̃−1

Remark 1: From [23, Equation (43)], it follows that the
expected amount E(H) of data lost, given that a data loss has
occurred, does not depend on bu and therefore is not affected
by the maximum network rebuild bandwidth. Consequently,
this reliability metric is not considered in this article.
Remark 2: The analytic expressions for the MTTDL and
EAFDL reliability metrics were derived in [23] in the absence
of network rebuild bandwidth constraints. Consequently, they
correspond to the case of Bmax = ∞, with the two metrics
being denoted by MTTDL(∞) and EAFDL(∞), respectively.
From (12) and (13), it follows that
MTTDL(Bmax )
EAFDL(∞)
=
=θ,
MTTDL(∞)
EAFDL(Bmax )

(14)

where θ represents the reliability reduction factor that assesses
the reliability degradation due to a network rebuild bandwidth
constraint, and is given by
θ ,

r̃−1
Y

u=1

bu (Bmax )
.
bu (∞)

(15)

Remark 3: From (15), and given that bu (Bmax ) decreases
as Bmax decreases, it follows that θ decreases as r̃ increases
and Bmax decreases.

We consider the case where the redundancy spread factor
k is in the interval m < k ≤ n. As discussed in [23, Section
III-B], at each exposure level u, the prioritized rebuild process
recovers one of the u symbols that each of the most-exposed
codewords has lost by reading m − r̃ + 1 of the remaining
symbols from the ñu surviving devices in the affected group.
According to [23, Equation (46)], it holds that
ñsym
u =k−u.

(16)

Furthermore, in the absence of a network rebuild bandwidth
constraint, the total write bandwidth, which is also the rebuild
rate bu , is given by [23, Equation (47)]
ñsym
(16) (k − u) b
u
b =
,
m − r̃ + 2
m − r̃ + 2

u = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 .
(17)
In the presence though of a network rebuild bandwidth constraint, Bmax , and according to (6), with k̃ = ñu = ñsym
u , the
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Substituting (17) and (18) into (15) yields
θ sym =
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r̃−1
Y

u=1

min(k − u, Nb )
.
k−u

(19)

Note that when Nb ≥ k − 1, the system reliability is not
affected because all rebuilds are performed at full speed, and
therefore the θ factor is equal to one. However, when Nb <
k − 1, it may not be possible for some of the rebuilds to be
performed at full speed, and therefore the factor θ will be less
than one, which affects the system reliability. Consequently,
the reliability reduction factor, θ, depends on the bandwidth
constraint factor, φ, given by




Nb
Bmax
(7)
φ , min
, 1 = min
, 1 , with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 .
k
kb
(20)
From (19) and (20), and recognizing that min(k − u, Nb ) =
min(min(k − u, k), Nb ) = min(k − u, min(k, Nb )) =
min(k min(1, Nb /k), k − u) = min(k φ, k − u), it follows that


r̃−1
Y
φ
sym
min
θ
=
,1 .
(21)
1 − uk
u=1
Using (3) and (21), and the fact that MTTDL(∞) and
EAFDL(∞) are given by [23, Equations (49) and (50)],
respectively, (14) yields

m−l
1
b
MTTDLsym
(B
)
≈
(m − l)!
max
k
n λ (l + 1) λ c


m−l
Y
Y  k − u m−l−u m−l
φ
min
,1 ,
m−u
1 − uk
u=1
u=1
(22)
and
m−l
(l + 1) λ c
m
b
(m − l + 1)!
, m−l

m−l
Y
Y  m − u m−l+1−u
φ
min
k
−
u
1
−
u=1
u=1

EAFDLsym
k (Bmax ) ≈ λ

A. Symmetric Placement

bsym
u (∞) =

rebuild rate bu is given as a function of Bmax by
Beff (ñu )
min(ñu b, Bmax )
min(ñu , Nb ) b
bsym
=
=
u (Bmax ) =
m − r̃ + 2
m − r̃ + 2
m − r̃ + 2
(16) min(k − u, Nb ) b
=
, for u = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 .
m − r̃ + 2
(18)




,
u ,1
k

(23)

where Bmax is expressed via φ given by (20).
Note that for a replication-based system, for which m = r
and l = 1, and by virtue of (19) and (21), (22) is in agreement
with Equation (24) of [15], with c/b = 1/µ.
Remark 4: From (22) and (23), it follows that MTTDLsym
k
depends on n, but EAFDLsym
does not.
k
Remark 5: From (22) and (23), and for any value of φ, it
can be proved that for m−l ≥ 2, MTTDLsym
k is increasing in k.
It can also be proved that for any m − l ≥ 1, EAFDLsym
is not
k
increasing in k. Consequently, within the class of symmetric
placement schemes considered, that is, for l+1 < m < k ≤ n,
the MTTDLsym
is maximized and the EAFDLsym
is minimized
k
k
by the declustered placement scheme, that is, when k = n.
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B. Clustered Placement
In the clustered placement scheme, the n devices are
divided into disjoint sets of m devices, referred to as clusters.
According to the clustered placement, each codeword is stored
across the devices of a particular cluster. At each exposure
level u, the rebuild process recovers one of the u symbols that
each of the Cu most-exposed codewords has lost by reading
m − r̃ + 1 of the remaining symbols. Note that the remaining
symbols are stored on the m − u surviving devices in the
affected group. According to [23, Equation (53)], it holds that
ñclus
u =m−u.

(24)

In the case of clustered placement, the rebuild process
recovers the lost symbols by reading l symbols from l of the
ñu surviving devices of the affected cluster. In the absence of
a network rebuild bandwidth constraint, the symbols are read
at a rate of b from each of the l devices, such that the effective
network rebuild bandwidth is equal to Beff = l b. Subsequently,
the lost symbols are computed on-the-fly and written to a spare
device at a rate of Beff /l = b. Consequently, it holds that
bclus
u (∞)

= b,

u = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 .

(25)

In the presence though of a network rebuild bandwidth constraint, Bmax , the effective network rebuild bandwidth is equal
to Beff = min(l b, Bmax ), which implies that the lost symbols
are written to a spare device at a rate of Beff /l. Thus, the
rebuild rate bu is given as a function of Bmax by
bclus
u (Bmax ) =

Beff (Bmax )
min(l b, Bmax )
min(l, Nb ) b
=
=
,
l
l
l
for u = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (26)

Substituting (25) and (26) into (15) yields
r̃−1

min(l, Nb )
clus
.
θ
=
l

(27)

As l < m, it holds that min(l, Nb ) = min(min(l, m), Nb ) =
min(min(Nb , m), l)= min(m min(Nb /m, 1), l) = min(mφ, l),
where, analogously to (20), and with k = m,




Nb
Bmax
(7)
φ , min
, 1 = min
, 1 , where 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 .
m
mb
(28)
Consequently, (27) yields
m
r̃−1
θ clus = min
φ,1
.
(29)
l
Remark 6: From (29), it follows that for m φ/l ≥ 1 or,
equivalently, for φ ≥ seff = l/m, θ clus is equal to one, which
implies that the bandwidth constraint does not affect the system
reliability.
Using (3) and (29), and the fact that MTTDL(∞) and
EAFDL(∞) are given by [23, Equations (56) and (57)],
respectively, (14) yields

m−l
1
min(m φ, l) b
1

MTTDLclus (Bmax ) ≈
m−1 ,
nλ
lλc
l−1

m−l 
 (30)
l
λ
c
m
EAFDLclus (Bmax ) ≈ λ
,
min(m φ, l) b
l−1
(31)
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where Bmax is expressed via φ given by (28).
Remark 7: Note that as far as the data placement is concerned, the clustered placement scheme is a special case of
a symmetric placement scheme for which k is equal to m.
However, its reliability assessment cannot be directly obtained
from the reliability results derived in Section III-A for the
symmetric placement scheme by simply setting k = m. The
reason for that is the difference in the rebuild processes. In
the case of a symmetric placement scheme, recovered symbols
are written to the spare space of existing devices, whereas in
the case of a clustered placement scheme, recovered symbols
are written to a spare device. This results in different rebuild
bandwidths, which are given by (17) and (25), respectively.
C. Declustered Placement
The declustered placement scheme is a special case of
a symmetric placement scheme in which k is equal to n.
Consequently, for k = n, (22) and (23) yield
m−l
b
(m − l)!
(l + 1) λ c


m−l
Y
Y  n − u m−l−u m−l
φ
min
,
1
,
m−u
1 − nu
u=1
u=1
(32)

MTTDLdeclus (Bmax ) ≈

1
nλ



and
m−l
(l + 1) λ c
m
b
(m − l + 1)!
, m−l


m−l
Y
Y  m − u m−l+1−u
φ
min
,1 ,
n−u
1 − nu
u=1
u=1
(33)

EAFDLdeclus (Bmax ) ≈ λ



where Bmax is expressed via φ given by (20) with k = n.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
First, we assess the reduction in reliability owing to
bandwidth constraints. The reliability reduction factor, θ, is
obtained by (21) and (29) for the symmetric and clustered
placements, respectively, and shown in Figures 4 and 5 as a
function of the bandwidth constraint factor. For a symmetric
placement scheme, Figure 4 demonstrates that as the group
size k increases, the reliability reduction factor θ decreases and
the magnitude of the reduction is more pronounced for larger
values of r̃. Clearly, if codewords are spread over a higher
number of devices than what the network rebuild bandwidth
can support at full speed during a parallel rebuild process,
the system reliability is affected and a drastic reliability
degradation occurs as the system size increases. In contrast,
according to Remark 6, the reliability of a clustered placement
scheme remains unaffected for φ ≥ l/m = (m − r̃ + 1)/m.
This is due to the fact that the effective rebuild bandwidth is
significantly smaller because the rebuilds are not distributed,
but performed directly on a spare device. However, as Figure
5 demonstrates, for φ < l/m, the reliability reduction factor
drops sharply, especially for large values of r̃.
Next, we consider a storage system of a given size and
assess its reliability for various codeword configurations, storage efficiencies, and network rebuild bandwidth constraints.
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Reliability reduction factor vs. bandwidth constraint factor for various values of r̃; clustered placement.

In particular, we consider a system containing 120 devices
under a declustered placement scheme (k = n = 120), which
according to Remark 5 is the optimal one within the class
of symmetric schemes. The amount of user data stored, U , is
determined by the storage efficiency, seff , via (2). As discussed
in Section II-E, the analytical reliability results obtained are
accurate when the storage devices are highly reliable, that
is, when the ratio λ/µ of the mean rebuild time 1/µ to
the mean time to failure of a device 1/λ is very small.
We proceed by considering systems for which it holds that
λ/µ = λ c/b = 0.001.
The combined effect of the network rebuild bandwidth constraint and the system efficiency on the normalized λ MTTDL
measure is obtained by (32) and shown in Figure 6 as a function of the codeword length. In particular, when the codeword
length is equal to the system size (m = k = n), the placement
becomes clustered and the normalized λ MTTDL measure is
obtained by (30). Three cases for the network rebuild bandwidth constraint were considered: φ = 1 corresponds to the
case where there is no network rebuild bandwidth constraint
given that Nb ≥ k = 120 or, equivalently, Bmax ≥ k b = 120 b;
φ = 0.1 and φ = 0.01 correspond to the cases where
Nb = 0.1 k = 12 and Nb = 0.01k = 1.2 or, equivalently,
Bmax = 0.1 k b = 12 b and Bmax = 0.01 k b = 1.2 b, respectively.
The values for the storage efficiency are chosen to be fractions
of the form z/(z + 1), z = 1, . . . , 7, such that the first point of
each of the corresponding curves is associated with the singleparity (z, z + 1)-erasure code, and the second point of each of
the corresponding curves is associated with the double-parity
(2z, 2z + 2)-erasure code.
For all values of φ considered, we observe that the MTTDL
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increases as the storage efficiency seff decreases. This is
because, for a given m, decreasing seff implies decreasing l,
which in turn implies increasing the parity symbols m − l
and consequently improving the MTTDL. Furthermore, for a
given storage efficiency, seff , the MTTDL decreases by orders
of magnitude as the maximum network rebuild bandwidth
decreases. We now proceed to identify the optimal codeword
length, m∗ , that maximizes the MTTDL for a given bandwidth
constraint and storage efficiency. The optimal codeword length
is dictated by two opposing effects on reliability. On the one
hand, larger values of m imply that codewords can tolerate
more device failures, but on the other hand, they result in a
higher exposure degree to failure as each of the codewords
is spread across a larger number of devices. In Figure 6,
the optimal values, m∗ , are indicated by the circles, and the
corresponding codeword lengths are indicated by the vertical
dotted lines. By comparing Figures 6(a), (b), and (c), we
deduce that as φ decreases, so do the optimal codeword
lengths. For example, in the case of seff = 3/4 and φ = 1,
the maximum MTTDL value of 4×1078 is obtained when
m = m∗ = 92. However, in the case of φ = 0.1, the maximum
MTTDL value of 6×1057 is obtained for m∗ = 84. The reason
for the reduction of the optimal codeword length is due to
the fact that for a given value of seff and as m increases,
so does r̃, which, according to Remark 3, results in a smaller
reliability reduction factor. Thus, the reliability reduction factor
corresponding to m = 92 is smaller than the one corresponding
to m = 84, which in turn causes the MTTDL for m = 92 to
no longer be optimal as it becomes smaller than the one for
m = 84. Note that for m = 84 and seff = 3/4, from (1) and
(3), it follows that l = 63 and r̃−1 = 21. From (21), and given
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that u ≤ r̃ − 1 = 21 ≪ k = 120, such that φ/(1 − u/k) ≈ φ,
it now follows that θ ≈ φr̃−1 = 0.121 = 10−21 , which implies
that the reliability is reduced by 21 orders of magnitude. In
the cases of φ = 0.01 and φ = 0.001, the maximum MTTDL
values of 6×1037 and 8×1019 are obtained for m∗ = 76 and
m∗ = 68, respectively.
The combined effect of the network rebuild bandwidth
constraint and the system efficiency on the normalized
EAFDLdeclus /λ measure is obtained by (31) and (33), and
shown in Figure 7 as a function of the codeword length. We
observe that the EAFDL increases as the storage efficiency
seff decreases. Furthermore, for a given storage efficiency, seff ,
the EAFDL increases by orders of magnitude as the maximum
network rebuild bandwidth decreases. Similarly to the case of
MTTDL, by comparing Figures 7(a), (b), and (c), we observe
that as φ decreases, so do the optimal codeword lengths. For
example, in the case of seff = 3/4 and φ = 1, the minimum
EAFDL value of 4×10−84 is obtained when m = m∗ = 88.
However, in the case of φ = 0.1, the minimum EAFDL value
of 9×10−64 is obtained for m∗ = 80, which implies that the
reliability is reduced by 20 orders of magnitude. In the cases
of φ = 0.01 and φ = 0.001, the minimum EAFDL values
of 2×10−44 and 6×10−27 are obtained for m∗ = 72 and
m∗ = 64, respectively. By comparing Figures 6 and 7, we
deduce that in general the optimal codeword lengths m∗MTTDL
(for MTTDL) and m∗EAFDL (for EAFDL) are similar.
Reducing Bmax or, equivalently, φ, affects the optimal
codeword length as follows.
Proposition 1: For any storage efficiency seff , and for both
reliability metrics, the optimal codeword length m∗ decreases
as φ decreases.
Proof: Consider two bandwidth constraint factors φ1 and
φ2 with φ1 > φ2 . Let m∗1 and m∗2 be the corresponding optimal
codeword lengths for the MTTDL metric. We shall now show
that m∗1 ≥ m∗2 .
As m∗1 is the optimal codeword length for φ1 , it holds
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that MTTDL(φ1 , m) ≤ MTTDL(φ1 , m∗1 ) for all m ≥
m∗1 . Also, from (1) and (3), it holds that r̃ = (1 −
seff ) m + 1, which implies that as m increases, so does
Qr̃−1 bu (φ2 )
r̃. From (15), it follows that θ(2) /θ(1) =
u=1 bu (φ1 ) ,
which, owing to the fact that bu (φ2 ) ≤ bu (φ1 ) ∀u,
decreases as r̃ or, equivalently, m increases. Conse(2) (1)
(2)
(1)
quently, θm /θm ≤ θm∗ /θm∗ for all m ≥ m∗1 . Also,
1
1
from (14), it follows that MTTDL(φ2 ,m)/MTTDL(φ1 ,m)
(2) (1)
= θm /θm for all values of m. From the preceding, it follows that MTTDL(φ2 ,m)/MTTDL(φ1 ,m) =
(2) (1)
(2)
(1)
θm /θm ≤ θm∗ /θm∗ = MTTDL(φ2 ,m∗1 )/MTTDL(φ1 ,m∗1 )≤
1
1
MTTDL(φ2 ,m∗1 )/MTTDL(φ1 ,m) for all m ≥ m∗1 . Thus,
MTTDL(φ2 ,m) ≤ MTTDL(φ2 ,m∗1 ) for all m ≥ m∗1 , which in
turn implies that m∗2 ≤ m∗1 . The proof for EAFDL is similar
to that for MTTDL and is therefore omitted.
From (22) and (23), it follows that the optimal codeword
length depends on k and φ, but not on the storage system size,
n. To investigate the behavior of the optimal codeword length,
m∗ , as the group size, k, increases, we proceed by considering
the normalized optimal codeword length r∗ , namely, the ratio
of m∗ to k:
m∗
r∗ ,
.
(34)
k
The r∗ values for the MTTDL and EAFDL metrics are shown
in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, for various storage efficiencies.
According to Proposition 1, for any storage efficiency seff and
for any given group size k, the optimal codeword lengths and,
consequently, the r∗ values decrease as φ decreases. Also,
when the bandwidth constraint factor φ is small, the r∗ values
first decrease and then gradually increase as k increases. The
initial decrease is due to the fact that the optimal codeword
length m∗ remains fixed and equal to z + 1, which is the
minimum possible codeword length for the storage efficiency
fractions z/(z + 1), z = 1, . . . , 7. For example, in the case
of seff = 7/8 and φ = 0.001, m∗ = 8 for k < 115 in the
case of MTTDL, or for k < 90 in the case of EAFDL, as
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Figure 9.

D ISCUSSION

Although erasure coding schemes provide a high data
reliability at a high storage efficiency, the rebuild process
involves I/O operations and network transfers that increase
the consumption of device and network bandwidth. In particular, large MDS codes pose a challenge on the usage of
network resources given that a lost symbol is recovered via an
(m, l) erasure code through the transfer of a large number
of l symbols from l surviving devices over the network.
Consequently, recovering large amounts of data results in
additional traffic over increased time periods, which has an
impact on the latency of the foreground workload and therefore
affects system performance. This issue, also known as the
repair bandwidth problem, has prompted the development of
alternative erasure coding schemes that aim at reducing the
amount of data transferred over the storage network during
reconstruction (see [35][36] and references therein). They can,
however, result in higher amounts of data being read from the
surviving devices and therefore in longer rebuild times. The
effect of these methods on system reliability is beyond the
scope of this paper and is a subject of further investigation.
The analytical findings of this work are relevant for the
case of large data centers employing erasure coding where the
excessive rebuild traffic competes with the huge amount of
traffic generated by the frequent access of a large number of
storage devices. To ensure a desired performance level, the
network bandwidth devoted to the repair traffic needs to be
contained. For small values of φ and k, a small codeword
length should be selected, as discussed in Section IV. For large
values of k, the codeword length should still be kept relatively
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shown in Figures 8(d) and 9(d), respectively. However, it can
be proved that as k increases further, the r∗ values for MTTDL
and EAFDL approach a common value that depends only on
the storage efficiency, seff , but not on the bandwidth constraint
factor, φ, and are in the interval [e−1/2 = 0.606, 0.648].
V.
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small for performance reasons. This is in agreement with
the practical values given in [36] for the various parameters
considered. In particular, to keep the storage overhead low,
the storage efficiency should be chosen in the range of 0.66 to
0.75.
VI.

C ONCLUSIONS

Data storage systems use erasure coding schemes to recover
lost data and enhance system reliability. Network rebuild bandwidth constraints, however, may degrade reliability. A general
methodology was applied for deriving the Mean Time to Data
Loss (MTTDL) and the Expected Annual Fraction of Data
Loss (EAFDL) reliability metrics analytically. Closed-form
expressions capturing the effect of a network rebuild bandwidth constraint were obtained for the symmetric, clustered
and declustered data placement schemes. We established that
the reliability of storage systems is adversely affected by the
network rebuild bandwidth constraints. The declustered placement scheme was found to offer superior reliability in terms
of both metrics. An investigation of the reliability achieved
by this scheme under various codeword configurations was
subsequently conducted. The results obtained demonstrated
that both metrics are optimized by similar codeword lengths.
For large storage systems that use a declustered placement
scheme, the optimized codeword lengths are about 60% of
the storage system size, independently of the network rebuild
bandwidth constraints. The analytical reliability expressions
derived can be used to identify redundancy and recovery
schemes, as well as data placement configurations that can
achieve high reliability. The results obtained can also be
used to adapt the data placement schemes when the available
network rebuild bandwidth or the number of devices in the
system changes so that the system maintains a high level of
reliability.
Extending the methodology developed to derive the reliability of erasure coded systems under bandwidth constraints
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for arbitrary rebuild time distributions and in the presence of
unrecoverable latent errors is a subject of further investigation.
Also, owing to the parallelism of the rebuild process, the model
considered yields very small rebuild times for large system
sizes. Taking into account the fact that the rebuild times cannot
be smaller than the actual failure detection times requires a
more sophisticated modeling effort, which is also part of future
work.
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a system operating in a
random external shock process. The underlying system
performance is modelled by a quality (output) function which
is decreasing due to degradation. Shocks affect the failure rate
of the system directly and, at the same time, they additionally
decrease the quality function. Expectations (unconditional and
conditional on survival) and variability of this time-dependent
quality function are analyzed.
Keywords-quality characteristic; random environment; shock
process; intensity process; variability measure.

(NHPP) of shocks. Specifically, we obtain the expectation
and the variance of the quality function of a system on
condition that a system is operable at a given instant of time
and without this condition.
In Section 2, we introduce the model studied in this
paper. Furthermore, the unconditional and conditional
expected quality functions are derived. In Section 3, the
unconditional and conditional variability measures are
obtained. Finally, in Section 4, we provide a brief
conclusion.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The performance of various engineering systems is often
characterized not only by reliability characteristics, but also
by characteristics of performance (output). For instance, a
quality function for production systems can be described by
the production rate, i.e., the number of items produced in a
unit interval of time. For navigation systems, this quality is
characterized by the accuracy of navigation parameters such
as heading, altitude and longitude. It is well understood that
most engineering systems are deteriorating in some
stochastic sense and deterioration affects not only reliability
indices but also the quality of performance [1][2]. [1] and
[2] have considered mostly deterministic quality function.
However, the quality or performance of a system should
depend on random operational environment. In this regard,
in this paper, we will consider stochastic quality functions.
In this paper, we study the reliability measure for a system
operating in a random environment. The random
environment is modeled by a process of external shocks.
We suggest a novel approach in shocks modeling when
shocks have a double effect, i.e., they act directly on the
failure rate (more precisely, on the corresponding failure
rate process) that characterizes the time to failure of a
system and, at the same time, on the quality function as
well. For example, for a network system, if a shock (e.g.,
external attack) occurs, the susceptibility to a failure of the
network increases and, at the same time, the performance of
the network decreases. To account for this complex
influence and to obtain explicit expressions for
characteristics of interest, we derive the necessary
conditional and unconditional average characteristics under
the assumption of the Non-homogeneous Poisson Process

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2018.
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EXPEXTED QUALITY OF THE SYSTEM

Assume that a non-repairable system is operating in a
random environment modeled by the NHPP of shocks
{N(t),t  0} with the rate of occurrence  (t ) , where N (t ) is
the number of shocks by time t. Define its lifetime by the
following conditional failure rate (intensity process) [3]

t  r0 (t) N(t) ,

(1)

where r0(t) is the baseline failure rate of a system that is
operating in the absence of shocks and   0 is a constant
jump in the failure rate on occurrence of each shock. Thus,
each shock increases t in each realization of this stochastic
process by the same deterministic value.
Let Q(t) be a deterministic quality or performance
function of an operating system, which is monotonically
decreasing [1]. Moreover, assume also that the quality or
performance is decreasing on each shock. To account for
this effect of the shock process in a consistent way, we
assume that the quality at time t under a shock process is
given by the following stochastic process
N (t )
~
Q (t )  Q(t ) exp{ (Ti )} ,

(2)

i 1

where  (t )  0 is a deterministic function and 0  T1  T2  ...
are the sequential arrival times of shocks in the NHPP.
Let I (t ) denote the corresponding indicator of the
system state (1 if the system is operating at time t and 0 if it
is in the state of failure). Our first measure of interest is
~
(3)
Q E ( t )  E [ Q ( t )  I ( t )] ,
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which is the expectation of the quality function of a system
at time t (assuming that the quality is 0 when a system is in
~
the state of failure). Note that when Q (t )  1 , for all t  0 ,
QE (t) in (3) is the usual ‘reliability function’.
Result 1. The expected quality function QE(t) is given by

 t
  t

QE (t )  Q(t) exp  r0 (u)duexp  (u)du .
 0
  0

t

 exp exp{t   ( x)  x} ( x)dx  .
0

Proof. It can be shown that the joint distribution of
(T1,T2 ,...,TN (t ) , N (t )) is given by

and

These measures are obtained in the following result.
Result 3. The variability measures VQE (t) and VQES (t) are
given by
 t
  t

VQE (t )  Q(t ) 2 exp  r0 (u)du exp   (u)du
 0
  0


t

 exp  exp{t  2 ( x)  x} ( x)dx 
0

 t
  t

 Q(t ) 2 exp 2 r0 (u)du exp 2  (u)du
 0
  0


t

 n
 
  (ti )  exp   (u)du , 0  t1  t2  ... tn  t, n  0,1,2,...,
 i1
  0


~
and taking expectation of [Q (t )  I (t )] with respect to this
distribution yields the desired result.
In many instances and especially when considering
characteristics of quality in a population of systems, it could
be more interesting and practically sound to obtain the
expected quality for systems that are ‘operating at time t ’.
Hence, our second measure of interest is the following
conditional expectation:
~
(4)
QES (t )  E[Q(t ) | T  t ] ,
where T is the system lifetime and “S” in QES (t) stands for
“survived”.
Result 2. The conditional expected quality function QES (t )
is given by

~
VQES (t )  Var[Q(t ) | T  t ] .

 t

 exp2 exp{t  ( x)  x} ( x)dx ,
 0

and
VQES (t )  Q(t ) 2
t
t

 exp exp{t  2 ( x)  x} ( x)dx   exp{ (t  x)} ( x) dx
0
0

t
 t

 Q(t ) 2 exp2 exp{t  ( x)  x} ( x)dx  2 exp{ (t  x)} ( x)dx,
0
 0

respectively.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Result 1.

Note that VQE (t) represents the unconditional variation,
whereas VQES (t) provides the conditional variation.
IV.

QES (t )  Q(t )

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered a system operating
t
t

 exp exp{t   ( x)  x} ( x)dx   exp{ (t  x)} ( x)dx. under a random Poisson shock process. Each shock affects
0
0
 the failure rate of the system and the quality of the system
simultaneously. Under the suggested model, the
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Result 1.
unconditional and conditional expected quality functions
have been derived. Furthermore, the unconditional and
III. VARIABILITY IN QUALITY OF THE SYSTEM
conditional variability measures have also been obtained.
This paper extends the previous works [1][2] by considering
N (t )
Note that the quality of a system Q~(t )  Q(t )
exp{ (Ti )}
stochastic quality functions, which is practically meaningful

i 1
generalization.
~
and the conditional quality of a system (Q(t) | T  t) are
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Abstract—The Internet technologies need an overhaul to support next-generation of applications requiring communications
between machines and humans. This paper is a survey of the
state of current internetworking architecture and its engineering
properties. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the aging of
original design goals and motivations. We aim to formulate a new
set of guidelines that maybe used to postulate design principles
of the new network architectures.
Keywords–Internet architecture, Internet Protocol, Routing,
Switching; Ossification, layering.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The Internet has grown remarkably since its foundational
work was published as A Protocol for Packet Network Intercommunication [1]. This specification was developed into
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protcol (TCP/IP) in
compliance with the Internet design principles [2]. While
the Internet has proven to scale and support diverse set of
applications and users, the more recent technological advancements such as Machine to Machine (M2M) communications,
connected or live Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR),
Vehicle to Anything (V2X) communications etc., impose new
requirements on connectivity that did not exist before. The
applications based on these technologies are far more stringent
about both network resource constraints and packet delivery
guarantees. The current architecture lacks several artifacts
to guarantee support for real-time, low latency and reliable
services. In this regard, several new network architectures have
been proposed with different motivations; however, none of
them have been attentive to strict quality of service constraints.
In this paper, we systematically analyse effects of current
architectural and engineering design choices (both adversely
and favorably) that can be used to understand specific gaps in
the context of emergent applications. These effects are identified as: 1) the commercial effect, 2) layering, 3) addressing, 4)
Ossification, and 5) services; They will be discussed in detail to
highlight their influence and stronghold on the current state of
the Internet. In this study we show that the current principles
of inter-networking are not sustainable to serve applications
built for the use of emerging technologies. The paper further
aims to achieve the following:
(a)
1)
2)

Briefly describe use cases catogarized as emerging
applications.
Provide an analysis of original design principles and
corresponding engineering effects.
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3)

Guidelines to be taken under consideration when
designing new or evolving the current Internet architecture.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly mentions future network architectures related work, while Section
III starts with the background and motivation for this paper,
in Section IV we analyse the original concept and design
goals of Internet architecture. Section V is a discussion on the
engineering effects of the Internet and their analysis in context
of emerging applications. Section VI proposes properties to be
taken in to account for designing new internet architecture. In
Section VII, we expose the factors that will drive the need for
new Internet architectures. We conclude with a summary of
this survey in Section VIII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

This paper primarily analyses several published works of
Kahn, Cerf and Clark. Their insights and reflections on the
design of the Internet have been taken into consideration in
the context when analysing the current state of Internet.
The discussion for new architecture has come up several
times. In fact, immediately following the Internet impact,
guidelines for the future network architecture were produced
in RFC1287 [3]. It revealed several interesting shortcomings
relating to addresses, multi-protocol architectures, traffic control and security. It also mentioned that service awareness
was necessary in general and specifically for voice, video and
teleconferencing type of applications.
There has been continuous effort in building next generation internet encompassing from evolutionary to cleanslate approaches [4]. More recently, some of the largescale future internet initiatives eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA), Future Internet Research and Experimentation
(FIRE), Named Defined Networks (NDN), Software Defined
Networking (SDN), etc. [5] have been proposed to solve
known problems. None of these initiatives can be qualified
as either failed or successful projects since they did not
get deployed and tested in live environments. In principle,
the network community understands a need to upgrade the
Internet architecture and design, however, none of the efforts
have been able to stir a serious interest from commercial
sector. Several federated and national initiatives such as Future
Internet Architecture (FIA) [6], 4WARD [7], AKARI [8],
Study Group 13, Future Networks (SG13) [9] and many more
do not transition from research to commercial mainstream even
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after having undergone thorough experimentation (FIRE [10],
Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) [11]).
An obvious reason is the growth in Internet and its ability
to absorb many motivations of new architectures. Another
possible reason may be that the new solutions focus on
a particular problem-domain instead of taking the holistic
approach along the lines of design principles. Our contribution
focuses on support for communication aspects of current and
future technological advances in medicine, manufacturing, city
planning and automating vehicles etc as a driver to review
current Internet design.
III.

BACKGROUND

Clark’s Internet design philosophy serves as the guiding
principles of the Internet architecture [2]. According to Kahn
[12], the reference architecture and TCP/IP as an implementation are often used interchangeably, but that was not the intent.
The reference design of the Internet was a logical framework
for interconnection of independent networks and TCP/IP is
one such instance that implemented it. Kahn also admits that
the reference architecture itself does not assume the idea of
linking different networks together will result into a single
system. The vision was to foster multiple implementations
serving different systems from the same abstract architecture.
With the TCP/IP, this generality of the design was lost which
prevents the evolution of Internet from its current state without
disruption [4]. The TCP/IP resists change and on-boarding new
services to support new applications is a difficult task.
Traditionally, services with special constraints in networks
concern with delivery of data through Quality Of Service
(QoS) parameters that are represented by coarse grained means
of allocating network resources (e.g., buffers and bandwidth)
using code points [13] [14] on per hop or end-to-end [15] basis.
For example, a service characteristic such as lower latency
may be marked to code-point that indicate ’real-time’ traffic.
In contrast, the emergent services for scenarios such as M2M,
V2X, AR/VR communications are associated with extremely
strict resource constraints and absolute guarantees of QoS
in the network. For example, industrial automation relies on
M2M communication to achieve reliable interaction between
different type of machines with a fine-grained granularity in
delay variation. Any failure to deliver data in precise timeinterval could cause machines go into stall mode halting the
over all production. Similarly, in V2X scenarios, the infrastructure should be able to gather live information from multiple
sources such as approaching signals, road conditions, and other
vehicles to make real-time decisions about public safety and
streamlining traffic flow; while ensuring the decision is fed
to an autonomous vehicle instantaneously; any delay makes
information stale and unusable. Rest of the paper collectively
refers to these use cases as emerging applications.
IV.

F OUNDATIONS OF T HE I NTERNET A RCHITECTURE

The primary goal of the reference internet architecture is
to provide an effective technique to multiplex packet switched
data over interconnected networks. There were seven additional goals (see [2]) that had to be met at the time of the internetworking design. While these design principles are generally
accepted, as times change and technologies evolve, some of the
original principles cannot be followed as is.
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The first goal, ’Internet should continue to provide communication service...’ is about suvivability and fate-sharing. In
networks, fate-sharing suggests that it is acceptable to lose the
state information of an entity, if the entity itself is lost. This
principle entirely takes away the responsibility of reliability in
the network which will require some knowledge of relevant
state.
There is an indirect consequence of this principle, that the
network is stateless with no knowledge besides forwarding
information of an entity. While, it is true that maintaining
an overall state of all the sessions in the Internet is unmaintainable; there are specific scenarios where it provides
resilience, robustness through faster recovery and security.
There is also a question of what determines that an entity is
lost. Whether a session was withdrawn gracefully or due to
failure such as congestion or packet loss in the network can
not be determined by the network itself. In industrial interent,
M2M communication scenarios require bounded latency and
are sensitive to delays, such connections benefit from having
state in the network. Relaxing this fate-sharing principle will
help determine fate of an entity. In Internet of Things (IoT)
communications entities would goto sleep mode but may still
have associated active state in the network for high reliability
scenarios. Therefore, future internet design goal may consider
fate-sharing to be optional or need-basis; Certain type of
services, such as those requiring zero packet loss, in-network
stateful buffering can help trigger retransmissions from a
nearer hop without involving end hosts.
Additionally, it is noted that the statelessness is already
diminishing in the Internet to a certain extent due to evergrowing use of middle boxes that are largely stateful. The
middle boxes are generally considered to compromise network
transparency and break End-to-End (E2E) principle. Yet, in
practice they bring a lot of value to commercial enterprises by
performing Network Address Translation (NAT), firewall and
similar functions.
The second goal it should support, at the transport service
level, a variety of types of services manifested in to not making
any underlying assumption about the services in the datagrams.
Unfortunately, this behavior does not translate well in TCP/IP.
In the context of telecommunications and data communications
convergence, voice service in a telecom network outperforms
Voice over IP (VoIP). Support for real-time applications needing low latency still cannot be assured. This is due to lack of
service awareness about the packets as it is transmitted through
the network. Clark had a broader view about the structure of
datagrams as building blocks that provide pieces of information
about services and corresponding resource requirements in
such a manner that each datagram is a self-describing construct. This behavior rightfully, was too complex for that time
and did not make it to TCP/IP. While Type Of Service (TOS)
in IP is available, it is a) too generalized for emerging services
characterization, b) in practice, the interpretation and scope is
always within an internal network and has no significance in
internetworking.
The third and seventh goals, ’the architecture must permit
distributed management of its resources’ and ’it must be
accountable’ are somewhat related to the cost. Distributed
management of network resources is realized through control
plane protocols. In this regard, the composition of services and
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allocation of network resources, has been a difficult problem.
This is because of the trusted domain concept and establishment of trust between transit networks happens outside
the Internet Protocol (IP). In the absence of seventh goal
(accounting), there is no distributed way to convey explicit
business value in datagrams to obtain resources from transiting
networks. It would have been a simpler problem to solve if the
structure of datagram had permitted for presence of accounting
information. Hence, the third and seventh goals of original
design have remained unfulfilled.
The fourth goal, architecture must be cost effective pertains
to inefficiencies in packet transmission that are incurred either
due to header overheads or retransmissions. In the context of
IoT type of devices, large header related inefficiencies become
even more prominent and are handled through header compression schemes [16]. Back then (1980s), a retransmission rate
of 1 in 100 was tolerable. However, it is now unacceptable
for AR/VR applications that tolerate loss of 1 in 10000
packets [17], using current TCP throughput computations for
a 15200 Mbps stream with delay tolerance of 0.106 ms. For
such applications, retransmissions and packet loss have to be
absolutely avoided with the assumptions that end users are
willing to incur the cost of sych services.
Essentially, many of Clark’s goals are not sufficient to meet
present-time service requirements as discussed in this section
and a reformation of the design principles are necessary. This
can possibly be achieved by reviving the concept of datagrams carrying relevant information for use in the networks.
Emerging applications are in need of in-network state, service
awareness and resource control. The cost effectiveness varies
for different application environments and business demands.
To this effect Internet being cost-effective cannot be a fundamental design goal and applications should have choice to opt
for premium services.
V.

E NGINEERING I NERTIAL E FFECTS

Over multiple decades, a lot of engineering effort has gone
into keeping the Internet stable and allowing it to scale. The
resulting Internet is rigid, that resists changes necessary in the
context of a wide variety of modern applications. The structure
of the present day Internet can be described through a set of
inertial effects since they provide means to maintain status quo
while avoiding substantial changes. An exploration of these
effects will reveal the trade-offs between their strengths and
shortcomings which may further help design next-generation
architectures.

correct updates, missing routes and the configuration complexity [20].
Secondly, commercialization also created a business case
for multi-site private networks. It became necessary for any
corporation to isolate and protect its digital assets when
traversing through the public Internet. Interestingly, the original TCP/IP design was a single system with no notion
of network-to-network communication. To implement private
networks tunnels are deployed emulating a network as a
host (through a tunnel endpoint). It then requires a complex
instrumentation and an entirely independent stack of protocols
[21].
Thirdly, the measurement studies in [22] and related work
[23] discovered E2E path anomalies, i.e., not all packets
between the same source and destination were subjected to the
same path (non-default routing). This is because various commercial features and business reasons have different service
requirements that are fulfilled by operator driven configurations
and/or route-policies.
The inertial aspect of this effect is that the current architecture implicitly resists change of any kind in favor stability,
overrides the notion of single system (through Virtual Private
Networks (VPN)s) and overrides default routing. A variety of
services requiring real-time, high bandwidth, zero packet loss
etc. resort to tricks such as path computations, route policies
and complex configurations just to get close to meeting their
service level objectives. They take away the dynamic nature
of forwarding which is not desirable traits of emerging applications where seamless connectivity and ubiquitous mobility
are essential requirements.
B. Layering and E2E Effect
The layering principle is honored when a) separation of
layers is not compromised or violated (layer independence), b)
there exists minimal layer crossing (services provided to next
higher layer only). The E2E principle creates transparency;
i.e., the network bears no knowledge of the contents and
remains non-discriminant about the applications. Both layering
and E2E principles are the foundation of the Internet and a
consequence of how TCP/IP got implemented.

Commercial aspect of the Internet manifested into three
characteristics viz. explosion of routing table, proliferation of
private networks through tunnels, and a surge in non-default
forwarding of the traffic.

Layering gets breached in the form of tunnels, overlays,
NATs, etc. through port blocking or filtering techniques. It
is well known that many in-production routers do not allow
traffic other than TCP and UDP [24] to pass through. This is an
obvious violation but is necessary for Internet Service Provider
(ISP)s to protect their network against spurious attacks. Layering helps scale different type of services but there are a few
drawbacks as well. Firstly, multiple levels of encapsulations
lead to bloating of the proverbial narrow waist in hourglass
structure of TCP/IP. Secondly, the encapsulated layer comes
with its own protocol, control and corresponding management
entities, thereby increasing network complexity.

Firstly, as new websites or corporate sites are added,
replaced or merged, the global routing table is affected and
often misconfigured routes lead to the instability in Internet
backbones. This can become a cause of major outages on regular basis [18]. To minimize global routing updates, techniques
like damping [19] are employed. However, this method has
limitations such as loss of connectivity due to suppression of

From an architectural standpoint, layer abstraction is a
powerful concept, but in practice, it has resulted into a mechanism to hide deficiencies in the structure of datagrams that do
not carry sufficient control information. Similarly, E2E effect
has manifested into dumb networks and intelligent end points
making is impossible for networks to make informed decisions
unless middleboxes are deployed.

A. Commercial Effect
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C. Network Ossification Effect
Ossification suggests both long-term survivability and as a
consequence rigidity in the network. It is believed that both
network [25] and transport [26] layers resist adoption of new
technologies. The ossification is a consequence of gradual
building of resiliency and stability in TCP/IP technology over
a long period of time (also alluded to in Section V-A).
SDN has been positioned to mitigate effects of ossification
and has produced several changes in network control through
programmability. However, SDN also brings an increased
complexity and scalability limitations due to central control for
programming the networks. In contrast, transport ossification
is mainly a side-effect of use of middle boxes to bypass lack of
modularity in transport layer for service customizations. In an
E2E client server communication, any change to TCP, needs
coordination with all client instances. Over time, the structural
uniformity has become more rigid and most customizations
happen over HTTP instead (e.g., DASH, session management).
The ossification of both network and transport layer implies
they cannot be changed. SDN only deals with the control plane
programmability, however, dataplane flexibility is extremely
desirable for M2M communications requiring low latencies.
The emerging applications scenarios are exactly the kind
where application level session management will be inefficient
and impractical, instead a network assisted packet processing
techniques will be necessary.
D. Addressing Effect
The Internet is ubiquitous and homogeneous because of
a uniform network addressing scheme in which a host is
understood in identical manner in each network. There are two
major factors regarding host addresses. First factor pertained
to the size; it was recognized that the 32-bit width will be
too small to cover every host on the Internet [3] [27]. Second
factor related to its structure limitations; that the early binding
aspects of an application and address turned out to be limiting
the functions of mobility, device portability and multi-homing.
This is also characterzed as location and identifier separation
concept.
E. Services Effect
Even though variety of services were anticipated in the
architecture, the earlier ones were primarily texts or static digital image formats. With digitization of audio and video, many
new applications started to emerge and Internet was suited for
many of those. For example, early attempts to implement VoIP,
which is a circuit-switched telecommunication service, over a
packet switched network were suboptimal, because the goal
of the internet was to support best-effort communication, but
voice performs the best as a circuit switched application. The
QoS markings that exists today are coarse-grained, therefore,
only a very narrow category of services can be supported.
Today, there are even more variety of such services but
with even more stringent requirements. M2M communications
take humans out of the loop; an application relies on each
machine-entity to function properly, respond, generate and
process events according to prescribed behavior. Any delay,
loss of packets in network could be misinterpreted as failures,
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causing system to take serious recovery actions leading to loss
of productivity.
F. Summary of Inertial Effects
The runtime state of the Internet is a consequence of above
mentioned effects that emerged from the TCP/IP implementation. Due to limitation of space, and non-technical aspects
that vary for different countries, we do not discuss governance
aspect here; however, it is also relevant in shaping the Internet.
For interested reader we offer the following references [28]
[29].
The Internet is ’robust yet fragile’ [30]. It is wellengineered in responding to predicable events, but unable
to handle unanticipated circumstances. Layering, addressing
and commercialization effects are virtue of the principle of
keeping network layer simple. The mechanisms adopted were
mainly based on conservative and cost-effective design choices
with the goal of scaling the Internet. Ironically, this has
brought comlpexity elsewhere in management, operations and
orchestration functions of the networks [31] [32]. In constrast,
Ossification and services effects aimed to minimize variations
in the network thereby lacking customization mechanisms that
are needed for finer granularity of control for certain classes
of applications.
The TCP/IP is an over simplified instance of the original
design and trade-offs made several decades ago were wellsuited for applications of that time. Not only that the state of
art routers and network nodes are more powerful now but the
networks play a much bigger role in all aspects. The emerging
applications driven by M2M communications will expose the
above mentioned limitation even further. A new balance has to
be struck between preserving the stability aspect of the Internet
and yet allow it to evolve for those applications.
VI.

P ROPERTIES FOR T RANSITION FROM C LASSICAL TO
N EW I NTERNET

We have discussed the architectural aging and engineering
effects in previous sections and call the structure as classical
Internet.
The Internet is diverifying in all facets, a new Internet
architecture must be defined to be simultaneously public and
private, secure and open, social and commercial as well as both
human and machine centric. In the context of discussions in
previous sections, the properties for new network architecture
are proposed.
A. Multi-Instance Architecture
The idea of multi-instanced Internet should be explored.
Where an instance could be a special purpose and means to
connect with other instances if necessary. This could serve
new generation of technologies with specific type of network
resources better. This has already been noted as fragmented
Internet in [33] (as a warning, not a feature). Often generalpurpose solutions suffer from performance and complexity. In
contrast special purpose networks can be more efficient but
limited. A single system is automatically prone to be rigid and
conservative, being a single point of failure. Having multiple
instances allow features to be experimented and withdrawn.
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RFC1958 [27] discusses the possibility of at least two network
protocols to be in use to support gradual transition. Prevailing
encapsulation-based mechanisms suffer from bloating (Section
V-B). This approach could provide with flexible and dynamic
bindings to information, in a tunnel-free manner.
B. Distributing Complexity
Section IV expains that the fate-sharing principle has led
to stateless design of the networks. The connectivity scenarios
are evolving rapidly as a large number of endhosts (e.g.,
wearables, sensors, appliances, etc.) are far less powerful than
the routers and switches. It makes sense for network to be
more aware of device behavior and the services they require
by distributing some of communication processing from endpoints into the networks. Several emerging applications (for
example, V2X, industrial automation and remote control etc.)
have strict service level criteria for normal operation in terms
of bounded latency or committed bandwidth. Without direct
sharing of such information, the network design becomes
inefficient as an operator would need to understand requirements of each application and setup resources accordingly
through central control on per hop basis. Also this is possible
with SDN paradigm, maintenence of per flow state is nontrivial. In current architecture, the networks have evolved in a
manner that the intelligence lies with the applications or end
points. New design should identify mechanisms that distribute
intelligence into the networks, as in service awareness, runtime
state or behavior. This In effect, distributes complexity partially
from the end points in the network. Such considerations
are manadatory to meet service level objectives of absolute
guarantes .
Many technological advances have happened in the hardware of network devices. The Network Processing Units
(NPU)s, Ternary Content Addressable Memories (TCAM)s
and port Application Specific Interface Circuit (ASIC)s are
much faster than before. New architecture can use advances
in hardware to their advantage while exploring solutions for
emerging applications.
C. Self-Sufficing Datagrams
The datagram provides a basic building block out of which
a various types of service can be implemented. The notion
of a datagram carrying service-centric information can be an
extremely powerful concept to address several control and
management inefficiencies in network. A datagram should
be a self-sufficient, self-describing entity comprising of user
payload and control information about the flow or application
it is part of. Obviously, it comes at a cost of additional bits
on wire but a sensible structure and the framework could
be deployed. The information must be network centric and
should be detached from the transport aspects. As mentioned
before, hardware advancements can be used to deploy efficient
processing in the networks.
D. Flexible Address Structure
While the uniformity of addresses need to be preserved
for the sake of reachability, a variable structure that is more
sensitive for IoT devices should be supported. This has already
been proposed in [34].
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These are the main recommendations and can be used as
guiding principles for new architectures to make distinction
between the things in networks that should change (e.g.,
services, resources), and the things that provide stability ( e.g.,
uniformity of addresses and layering). Other guidelines are
possible based on specific choice of architectures but we only
mention the ones that can be added to any next-generation
architecture proposal.
VII.

FACTORS D RIVING THE NEED FOR N EW I NTERNET

As mentioned earlier in Introduction, the need to change
is driven by applications. Had the communications remained
web-based online transactions or consuming streaming media,
the current Internet works just fine. However, a ubiquity of
connectivity is emerging in several aspects. It is required to
think of the Internet as a fabric that interconnects humans,
services, sensors, devices etc.
It is well known that IoT space will grow to billions of
devices and each of them will have varying characteristics such
as identity (corresponding connectivity address and gateway),
its functionality (what purpose is it used for), energy efficiency
(to help determine right type of transport mechanisms) to state
a few. This high level of diversity is compounded by the
volume of data that is produced at varying intervals. As a
result current foundations of transport protocols do not apply
to IoT, new techniques to efficiently transfer information and
yet reducing or eliminating setup times are needed. 4
A fully automated vision of Industry 4.0 takes IoT to next
level in terms of M2M communications. Today manifacturing
networks are proprietory and purpose built. Looking ahead,
there are three factors that will drive integration of Industrial
network into mainstream Internet, a) combining Information
Technology (IT) and Operation Technology (OT), b) use of
common technologies, c) resource assurances. Even through
the manufacturing in a factory is automated, OT and IT are
managed as two separate networks. This requires a human to
integrate results from information technologies in to operations. To achieve complete automation, IT and OT must be
combined so that the results from complex analytics can be
fed into command center. Secondly, the investments in infrastructure can be reduced by using standard technologies, which
will not only incentivise manifactureres to automate at large
scale but also allow with modern cloud based infrastructure
solutions.
Inspite of the above compelling factors, it is a difficult
task to change the incumbent Internet owing to its success.
Today, it is so big that even minor outages are unacceptable.
The Internet is IP based and most of the standardization
is driven by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). These
standards can only afford to bring segmented improvements in
a particular focus area such as operations, routing, transport
etc. Architectural changes related discussions often happen at
other Standards and Development Organization (SDO)s such
as European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) involved in
study and evaluation of new network architectures. Perhaps
a close coordination among these SDOs will be necessary to
further the design of new architecture.
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VIII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we surveyed two related topics; first, the
design decisions that led to current network architecture and
were reasonable at that time. The second topic reflects upon the
consequences of first in terms of its inertial effects that makes
it difficult for the Internet to evolve from its current state. We
also establish that the foundations of Internet architecture have
been strong and were well engineered. However, in the context
of emerging applications and new types of communications,
some of the principles are outdated and must be revisited. This
can be achieved either through a new or evolved architectural
principles that balance both incumbant stability and adoption
of new features. Looking ahead at emerging applications,
Internet as a single system will be difficult to scale, it is
simpler to evolve and adopt in multi instance environments.
Finally, to future-proof new architecture and design, datagram
building blocks are the key. They should be allowed to evolve,
be extensible and support flexible mechansims for variety of
applications.
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